“It is my plan to build a school of music second to none.”

—William Grant Egbert (1867–1928) Founder, Ithaca Conservatory of Music

SCHOOL OF MUSIC

ITHACA
ITHACA COLLEGE GUITAR ENSEMBLE
Pablo Cohen, director
Assisted by Elizabeth Karam, soprano

Serenade
Wolfgang Amadeus Mozart
(1756-1791)
Allegro
Larghetto
Minuet and Trio
Adagio
Rondo
Matt Faranda and Jack de Brigard

"Going Dutch", Five Sketches for Four Guitars
John Duarte
(b. 1919)
Windmill
Pastorale
March
Carillon
Dutch Dance

Funeral March of a Marionette
Charles Gounod
(1818-1893)
arranged by Glenn Caluda
Matt Faranda, Jack de Brigard,
Michael Harrison and Nick Cleveland

Two Brazilian Pieces
Ernesto Nazareth
(1863-1934)
Famoso
Alfredo Viana
Cochichando

Jonathan Good and Adrien Finckel
INTERMISSION
Reverie
La Fille aux Cheveux de Lin
Doug Esmond and Matt Colbert

Two Songs for Soprano and Guitar
Vidala del Secadal
Severa Villafañe
Doug Esmond and Elizabeth Karam

Carlos Guastavino
(b. 1912)

Duetti (for two violins)
Igor
Bela
Annie
Henri
Aldo
Camila
Mathew Colbert and Ryan Vanderhoof

Luciano Berio
(b. 1925)
arranged by Karl Scheit

Sonata No. 2 for two guitars
Guido Santósola
(b. 1904)

Movement I
Mathew Colbert and Ryan Vanderhoof

Introduction et danse du Corregidor
Danse du Jew D'amore
Mathew Colbert, Ryan Vanderhoof and Adrien Finkel
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9:00 p.m.